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Abstract—The significant challenges faced in  todays wireless network comprising the Internet 
of Things (IoT), are Security and  Privacy. Lack of user’s literacy  and sturdy  protocols  used 
has resulted in security weakness associated with the routing protocol  like AODV. In our study 
we saw that malicious objects have a prudent  effect on cyber defense mechanism. A peer node 
while communicating faces  a malicious node,waiting to seduce  this communication. Once the 
Malicious node gets identified, the source nodes ensures that its routing path in the next attempt 
should avoid the malicious node path. Simulation results demonstrates that our method 
minimizes delay and enhances through-put while identifying and avoiding malicious node.  
 
Index Terms— Internet of Things,AODV, Privacy  Interoperability,Automation,Packet loss 
rate(PLR). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The latest trends and updates, informs us of the exponentially growing IoT population that is connecting to the 
web worldwide. But at the same time, Cybersecurity risk and malicious application access to confidential data 
have also increased. This is attributed to ignorantly using the system key and lack of system renovation.  
Cracking the database is mainly due to weak security measures adopted. The network security expert sees IoT as 
the sensitive towards Cyber intrusion. It's due to weak security protocols and policies. Different types of 
malware have been developed by hackers to infect IoT devices. Hackers sends deceitful emails,pretending to be 
from reputable companies to induce individuals to reveal personal information[6].High profile attacks  are 
continuously increasing in  the corporate world.  Even a system using MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry 
Transport)  protocol which is designed to handle uneasy situation in network application like IoT,may come 
under attack e.g Dos[20].Therefore  the need of the hour is to develop a competent security mechanism to face 
such Cyber threats. 
The application of  IoT involves several areas such   as resourceful home, smart supply chain customization 
environment and intelligent monitoring [1][2], therefore the importance of network security is obvious. The 
integration of real objects into any wireless network harbors several Cybersecurity threats for businesses. An 
attacker can compromise the entire system by shutting it down using, Denial of Service (DoS), Man-in-the-
Middle (MITM) and others techniques, against critical IoT infrastructures. To master these challenges, IDS plays 
an essential role as an important tool in the IoT security framework for information systems and conventional 
networks.  Therefore, to improve the security of IoT, it is imperative to build a high-performance IoT intrusion 
detection system element [3]. The speed of 5G mobile truly connects all things and urban life. But at the same 
time  loss  of  information  &  equipment  related  to the Internet of Things increases exponentially. Therefore it's  
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crucial to augment the performance of the Internet object intrusion detection  system [5]( Figure 1).  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes security vulnerabilities and related work. 
Section III describes the routing protocol used. Section IV describes  System Model, that works to mitigate 
routing attacks.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure1:Intrusion attempt 

II. SECURITY VULNERABILITIES AND RELATED WORK 

Security vulnerabilities are considered a major  concern in wsn Therefore it's the most researched area. The  
various types of attacks like DoS,WH SH etc,possess a major threat to network security. Few such attacks and 
their countermeasures are shown in TableI. Accessibility from unknown and un trusted Internet sources is 
common, which increases the risk of hacking. Most of the time, the user is unaware of these developments thus 
causing unacceptable impairment. Therefore now the awareness has increased. We need to address these few 
major security issues like Security Privacy  Interoperability  Automation   to prevent security attacks. 

A. Security 
IoT has been deployed at a wide range nowadays in contrast to conventional computer networks. Thus making it 
more exposed to security risk in different ways: Many IoT devices are designed for mass deployment. Sensors 
are a perfect example. Typically, an IoT installation consists of the same devices that have similar functions. 
This  similarity amplifies any security vulnerabilities that could significantly affect many of them. The 
application of IoT  has resulted in  unique  challenges that must be addressed. Consumers are expected to trust 
IoT devices and services are highly protected from attack. especially as this technology continues to become 
more passive and integrated into our daily lives. The security challenges also  increases due to erroneous 
interconnection of IoT devices  This behavior is simply driven by the challenge of the widespread use of uniform 
IoT devices. The designer of IoT network should ensure that network nodes should not be exposed to any 
adverse effects. It is vital for a common approach while designing the  network[7].  

B. Privacy 
People’s  confident should remain intact as negligence can result in iniquity. User privacy and safety in IoT is of  
vital  important. Work in recent past has shown the increased  surveillance and monitoring carried out to ensure 
the same.  The reason for privacy concerns stems from ubiquitous integrated intelligence artifacts, where the 
process of sampling and distributing information in the IoT can be done virtually anywhere. It is due to 
ubiquitous connectivity of user to the worldwide network,it more easy to gain access to vital personal 
information[8]. 

C. Interoperability 
Technical implementation can constrain the values of users. Few users may prefer not to buy  products and 
services,whenever they find lack in compliance of IoT devices with respect to their design. Encryption  can be 
put to use to overcome such situation[9]. Security provided at different levels in IoT system can proved to be 
more effective   against perpetrated attacks. This can be accomplished by designing advance    security features. 

D. Automation 
Network protocols (ex:Wi-Fi, ZigBee)as such ,do not put any restrictions to gain access  to an IoT system. A 
hacker can exploit such automation in IoT to gain access. 
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TABLE I: ATTACKS AND  CORRECTIVE   MEASURES 

A round trip delay, round trip path based failure detection is  effectively discussed in [19]. Functionality of few 
routing protocols is at risk. Solution to overcome these problems is suggested in [11-15].eg.  In [15]    Dokurer et 
al , recommended few changes in AODV,like avoiding the effort of malicious node to get    attach itself on a 
route to a particular destination. The source node ignores the first two RREP packet  then go for the next hop. 
Black hole node usually reacts to RREP packet  more immediately. 

III. ROUTING PROTOCOL 

A. AODV 
To discover a route towards the destination, AODV  a proactive routing protocol is used. It takes care of network 
loop problems, wherein routing packets may circulate indefinitely. The solution to this problem is obtained by 
removing  packets with same  sequence numbers. As every node maintains three sequence number counters for 
three types of packets: a destination counter for RREP, a broadcast counter for RREQ, and a neighbor-probing 
counter for HELLO. 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure2:A route discovery attempt towards the destination 
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A node after updating it’s counter by one,marks the packet with the new updated sequence number as shown in 
figure2a. A new node after receiving this packet checks whether this packet is new one. If it is, then it updates it 
table,depending upon three different counters,say  packet type :RREQ, RREP, or HELLO[10]. 

TABLE II: ROUTE DISCOVERY 

B. Route Discovery: Identifying a Route to the Destination 
Two important steps are used to discover the route of any destination as shown in Figure2a. Identify the node 
which owns the  routing information. For example:Node “s” in Fig2b,It sends a RREQ to its  neighboring nodes. 
After receiving the query,each node ignores the packet it is already having the same routing information and 
processes ,if it is a fresh[10]. Any particular node when receives  a fresh routing query. It checks if it possesses 
the desired information. Otherwise it initiates a reverse path setup procedure which records , how to reach to this 
particular node. The node then increases the no of hop count in the RREQ packet by one and retransmit the 
RREQ packet. It then sends routing information to the source node in our example, say it’s the node “S”.This is 
performed by sending  a RREP to the source node,which is considered as a path response. 

C. Malicious node misguiding the flow 
A malicious node say M,seduces  into a network and declares that it has the best to a particular destination 
during a particular routing process as depicted in fig3.This results in route creation that possesses “M”,as one of 
the routing node. Next time when the source node sends packet to a particular destination,it then passes through 
a node. The node “M” after intercepting the packets modify it and releases it as per it’s desire as shown in fig3.It 
is also possible that instead of one, two malicious nodes may cooperate to perform the attack[17],regarding the 
topology of the network. A source may generate message of any size. But eventually  it will be fragmented into 
fixed or variable size as per demand. An example which shows a peer node  communicating with another peer 
node while a malicious node,waiting to seduce  such communication  is depicted in Figure 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure3: Malicious node M seduces the flow 

IV. PROPOSED MALICIOUS NODE PATH AVOIDING 

A. Attacking Model 
We ignore transmission errors, in our work. But  transmission errors could be present and the same could be 
detected and corrected using error detection and correction methods like Block codes. Corrected packets are 
considered normal arrivals at the destination. The route request creates an entry in many intermediate node's 
tables. Thus different nodes come to know   regarding the topology of network. 
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In the proposed doctrine, the Malicious node once gets identified, the source nodes ensures that its routing path 
in the next attempt should avoid the malicious node path. This is illustrated in the flow chart in figure5. 

B. Flowchart of the routing process 
As illustrated in the flow chart in figure5, the source node (src) initiates the process  of route discovery. At every 
intermediate node the RREQ message is checked,as to whether it is received for first time.if yes,then the node 
route is sent to the source node otherwise it checks whether,the visited node is the malicious node.If node visited 
is a malicious node,then information  is broadcasted to the entire network. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4:An attacker node mitigation 

V.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Consider the  wireless network as shown in figure4.,The source-destination pairs are spread randomly over the 
network. The mobility model uses a 'random way point model' in a rectangular field of 600m x 600m with 25  
nodes to 100 nodes with a maximum speed of 20 m/s. Other parameters considered are as shown in tableIII. 
Simulation is performed using ns2. 

TABLE III: SIMULATION PARAMETER 

Parameter Value 

Channel type Wireless(Two-way propagation) 

Area 600x600 

Protocol AODV 

Agent used UDP 

Packet Size 512 bits 

Rate 600kb 

Maxpkts  10000 

A. Packet loss rate(PLR) 
The no of packet loss that may occurs during any transmission is one of the important performance metric. 
eg.VoIP.It is defined using the fallowing equation. 
        

Packet loss rate=  Total packet transmitted – Total packet received  x 100 
                                                Total packet transmitted 
 
The malicious nodes  after successful seduction, induces it’s malicious packets in the  flow, resulting in  packet 
loss as  can be seen in figure6,the peak depict the  no of packet loss. 
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Figure 5:Flow chart of the routing process 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure6:No of nodes v/s Packet Loss 
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B. End to End delay 
The time difference that occurs between the first data packet received at destination say t2 to the time at which 
the same packet might have been actually sent say t1.It is defined using the fallowing equation. 

Time delay=Time at which RREQ sent - First data packet received at receiver 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure7:End to End delay 

Mobility of  a node which is sending    information,may impact the delay difference that occurs as given in 
above equation. This is because when the nodes moves ,it  results in  topological  changes as depicted in figure7. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Vulnerability  towards a black hole attack as discussed in [18]  is  effectively dealt with using  a diagnostic 
approach in this work. The work is carried out using ns2.The effective mitigation of malicious node  aggression 
has been discussed. The results shows improvement in delay performance. Our approach significantly treats  the 
malicious node attempt to induce itself as the shortest path node. 
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